
 Dealing with requirements can frequently cause problems for rail projects:

- You have many sources for your requirements, from customers to disparate standards bodies,  
 making identification of conflicts and demonstration of compliance difficult 

- The rail industry has a complex organisational structure. Supply contracts mean requirements  
 need to be negotiated, allocated and managed across many disciplines

- Your delivery of quality requirements will depend on assumptions about the environment and  
 these assumptions will be subject to change and difficult to validate

- You engineer systems that have complex dependencies across subsystems, suppliers and  
 processes and these dependencies need to be explored to accurately scope your projects and  
 understand the environment
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REVEAL™ helps you reduce risks in requirements and avoid the high costs of correction in later 
stages of the project lifecycle.

REVEAL™ allows you to: 

Ensure your conflicts are identified early and resolved
Demonstrate compliance with your customer and regulatory requirements 
Manage and understand the impact of change 
Define the scope of your system and understand its environment 

We can help you deliver your programmes more effectively, reducing cost and improving quality as 
well as help you procure subsystems from suppliers and ensure their deliveries match requirements 
during acceptance.

You can benefit from REVEAL™ through Capability Delivery or Capability Enhancement. 

With Capability Delivery, you can outsource the requirements capture and management of your 
projects to us. We can trouble-shoot existing projects and processes when you are faced with 
requirement difficulties. 

With Capability Enhancement, we can work with you to enhance the capability of your engineers 
through process tailoring, training, coaching and ongoing support, leaving you with an ongoing, 
sustainable capability. 

Altran provides REVEAL™, combining research, latest techniques and our experience into a 
well-structured, practical and clear method and process. 

REVEAL™ has been applied extensively in the rail industry, on both railway infrastructure and rolling 
stock projects. Our expert knowledge and experience in rail means we can provide you with the 
best approach to requirements engineering to suit your needs. 

OUR APPROACH

BRINGING REVEAL™ TO YOU
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WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?

Altran is supporting the Department for Transport (DfT) on a major upgrade programme to improve
passenger services on the Thameslink rail route that passes through Central London. Working for 
Network Rail on behalf of the DfT, Altran is delivering support to the Programme and Systems Integration 
function that provides independent assurance to ensure requirements are met and risks are managed. 
The REVEAL™ solution was applied to develop the requirements assurance strategy and assess high risk 
areas of the project.

To talk to our team about how REVEAL™ could positively impact your business, contact:
info.uk@altran.com
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